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Good Work
On professional norms and the treacherous temptation of “moral freedom”

by david b. wilkins

hat does it mean

to be a “good

worker”? How

do young work-

ers become good

workers? And,

equally important, what are the

early experiences and habits of

mind that have led some idealis-

tic young workers to become

jaded, unethical veterans? These

profound and vexing questions

have taken on new urgency as we

have watched a succession of

W
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once respected and successful profes-

sionals—reporter Jayson Blair at the New
York Times, auditor David Duncan at

Arthur Andersen LLP, physicist J. Hen-

drik Schon at Bell Labs—stand accused

of falsifying data or destroying docu-

ments and generally betraying the ideals

of their professions and society’s trust.

Worse yet, studies have documented

widespread cheat-

ing among high-

school and col lege

students—and an

equally widespread

belief that cheating is

justified by the pres-

sure to succeed in an

increasingly competi-

tive global economy.

Even those who do

not cheat often ap-

pear to believe that

ethical conduct is incompatible with

professional success. 

In the important new book Good Work:
How Young People Cope with Moral Dilemmas at
Work, a team of researchers from Harvard’s

Graduate School of Education addresses

these central questions. The team is led by

Hobbs professor of cognition and educa-

tion Howard Gardner, whose work on

“multiple intelligences” has reframed the

way we think about human cognition.

Since 1996, Gardner has been engaged in an

equally important project to understand

the nature, causes, and consequences of

Wendy Fischman,

Ed ’99, Becca

Solomon, Ed ’99,

Deborah Greenspan,

and Howard 

Gardner ’65, Ph.D.

’71, Making Good: How
Young People Cope with
Moral Dilemmas at
Work (Harvard Uni-

versity Press, $27.95).
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“good work”—and how institutions and

individuals can best promote this goal. In

2001, the “GoodWorks Project” produced

Good Work: When Excellence and Ethics Meet, a

valuable study of how veteran workers in

journalism and genetic research attempt to

maintain their ethics in the face of pressure

to cut corners or sacrifice their ideals. In

this new book, Gardner and a trio of young

researchers explore how young people in

these same fields learn to become—or not

to become—good workers. The result is a

learned, thought-provoking, and accessi-

ble investigation of some of the most press-

ing issues of our time.

Gardner and his collaborators begin

with this simple but profound premise:

Every worker has both the right and the

responsibility to be a “professional” who

produces work that is “good,” both in the

technical sense of being performed with

skill and in the moral sense of responding

to the needs of society. Individuals are

most likely to be able to do so, the re-

searchers contend, if the field in which

they work is “well aligned” in that all

stakeholders (for example, employers,

workers, and those who receive or are af-
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C H A P T E R  &  V E R S E
A correspondence corner for not-so-famous lost words

Nicholas Puner requests leads to lost

favorites. In the first, a short story, a

man is driven progressively around the

bend by a malefactor who gradually

shaves down the victim’s cane, making

it increasingly di∞cult for him to walk.

The others are a series of English detec-

tive stories for children involving the

Mackie family, “set in coastal precincts”

and published no later than the 1940s.

John Keady seeks a poem with the

phrase “the runner stumbles” in its title.

Margaret Rusk hopes someone can

identify a fictional or nonfictional work,

probably pre-1900, that she recalls about

a companion animal named “Elegant.”

Victoria Henderson would like to

learn the full text and author of a poem

that begins, “Once there was a proper

gent/Who walked to town each day.”

The poem’s story duplicates Edward

Arlington Robinson’s “Richard Cory.”

“Love calls us to the things of this
world” (March-April). Sarah Manguso

suggested as a source the following pas-

sage from Saint Augustine’s Confessions,
(book x, paragraph 27, translated by R.S.

Pine-Co∞n): “I have learnt to love you

late, Beauty at once so ancient and new! I

have learnt to love you late! You were

within me, and I was in the world outside

myself. I searched for you outside myself

and, disfigured as I was, I fell upon the

lovely things of your creation. You were

with me, but I was not with you. The

beautiful things of this world kept me far

from you and yet, if they had not been in

you, they would have no being at all.”

Send inquiries and answers to “Chapter

and Verse,” Harvard Magazine, 7 Ware

Street, Cambridge 02138.
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fected by the work) want more or less the

same thing (for example, curing disease or

fairly and accurately reporting the news).

But alignment is threatened when

stakeholders become motivated by things

other than achieving these core profes-

sional ideals. Given the extent to which

market forces have come to dominate

journalism, science, and the arts—and

much of the rest of our lives—it is not sur-

prising that the authors devote most of

their time to studying how young workers

understand and respond to the potentially

corrupting influence of money.

To investigate this question, the re-

searchers interviewed high-school stu-

dents who had already exhibited a serious

commitment to journalism, science, or

theater and a group of professionals (in

their twenties or early thirties) in the early

stages of their careers. Researchers then

analyzed the attitudes and experiences of

the young workers and compared them

with each other, with veterans in their

own field, and with workers in the other

two domains. (There is a concise, helpful

appendix on research design.)

Based on these conversations, the au-

thors begin by reporting an important

piece of good news. For the most part,

young workers are committed to the

same overarching goals that veteran

workers had previously identified as con-

stituting the core ethical aspirations of

the domain. Young journalists want to re-

port the news accurately and fairly. Bud-

ding scientists want to conduct research

of the highest quality and distribute its

results broadly to serve the public good.

Aspiring actors want to perform roles

that entertain and educate.

But the bad news quickly follows.

From the beginning of their careers,

young workers feel pressure to compro-

mise these lofty ideals. In order to satisfy

their editors’ need to win the “ratings

war,” young journalists are pressed to re-

port sensationalized stories that they be-

lieve distort the truth and add little to the

public debate. Those embarking on scien-

tific careers are often asked to choose be-

tween their desire to conduct unbiased

and thorough research that will be avail-

able to all who might benefit, and their

need to “publish or perish” in order to

gain access to increasingly scarce oppor-

tunities in academics or more plentiful

and lucrative, but also more restrictive,

positions in private industry. Aspiring ac-

tors must decide whether to accept de-

meaning or stereotypical roles to advance

their careers. All these pressures increase

as young workers move from the relative

security of high-school newspapers, com-

petitive but well-defined science compe-

titions, and theater clubs to the far more

intense, less structured world of work.

24 May -  June 2004

Seduction by Credit
In The Travels and Adventures of Serendipity: A Study in Sociological Semantics and the Sociology
of Science (Princeton University Press, $29.95), published in February, the late Robert

K. Merton, Ph.D. ’36, LL.D. ’80, and the late Elinor Barber, Ph.D. ’51, eruditely and en-

tertainingly trace the history of the word “serendipity” from its coinage in 1754 by

Horace Walpole. The young Merton first happened upon the word in his very own

copy of the Oxford English Dictionary, which he had acquired, he writes, as follows.

I
t may be remembered that 1933

was the year in which Franklin De-

lano Roosevelt—soon known the

world over as FDR—first took of-

fice as president of the then ailing

United States. In an instant e≠ort to

cope with the years-long economic

chaos that became known as the “Great

Depression,” FDR’s first o∞cial act was

to declare a “national banking holiday.”

That “holiday” or “moratorium” closed

all banks in the country, which meant

that Americans would not have access

to their bank deposits for some unan-

nounced duration. And rather more ego-

centrically, it meant that I would not

have access to my meager savings at the

Cambridge Savings Bank conveniently

located on Harvard Square.

But all was not lost. Deprived of their

customary trade, merchants on Harvard

Square swiftly adapted to that condition

by o≠ering to extend credit to properly

certified Harvard students. And happily

for us student bibliophiles…the owner of

our favorite Phillips Book Store headed

the list of those rational, ingenious, risk-

taking, and sympathetic merchants mak-

ing that inviting o≠er. That led less opti-

mistic bibliophiles, including myself, to

rush to the bookshop in the thought that

they might be able to convert at least

some of their inaccessible and possibly ir-

redeemable cash into books. Browsing

through the bookshop…I came upon the

10 resplendent volumes of the OED, that

wonderfully instructive and very expen-

sive reference work which I had been

consulting in libraries since its first ap-

pearance in 1928 but which I obviously

had no intention, expectation, or hope of

acquiring.…Unable to resist temptation, I

found myself ready to invest a sizable por-

tion of my fellowship stipend to become

the happy owner of the grandest English

dictionary of them all. I am still fairly

confident that I would not have dared

make what was for me a huge investment

back then, were it not for my pessimistic

doubt that I would ever be able to salvage

the whole of my scanty savings. And, of

course, I became all the more eager to

“close the deal” then and there when the

ingenious (and, I’m inclined to think, em-

pathetic) bookseller went on to make a

handsome o≠er; he would accept my

I.O.U. and have it apply to the purchase of

the forthcoming 1933 edition—an edition

announced as replete in fully 13 volumes,

rather than the first, 1928 edition of 10 vol-

umes—which would include a supple-

mentary volume devoted to new words

and to a bibliography of the sources of

quotations in the entries. That further

o≠er proved irresistible.…

My pessimism about the recapturing of

my savings thus turned out to be a most

fortunate risk-aversive error. For, of

course, FDR saw to it that the banks were

reopened in a matter of weeks. But, from

my acutely grateful perspective, he had

also seen to it that I should come away

from the national banking crisis with my

very own precious set of the OED.
…I had devoted almost a third of my

still remaining but inaccessible cash re-

sources to the serendipitous purchase of

the OED. Still, I now have only to glance

at those heavily worn volumes on a

nearby bookshelf to reflect on the plea-

surable use to which they have been put

these last 70 years and to realize yet

again the impulsive wisdom of that

scholarly investment.

O P E N  B O O K
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From their nuanced evaluation of a

range of moral dilemmas in each field, the

researchers conclude that six factors play a

pivotal role in whether young journalists,

scientists, and actors succumb to these

pressures: an individual’s long-standing

beliefs and values, access to positive role

models and mentors, values held by one’s

peers, pivotal experiences that teach about

or reward good conduct, institutional

structures and policies, and periodic rein-

forcement of the idea of good work. 

Significantly, the extent to which these

factors are present varies across the three

fields. After they leave the supportive co-

coon of their high-school or college news-

papers, for example, young journalists are

left almost entirely on their own: they

have few mentors and face largely antago-

nistic relations with their editors and

highly competitive relationships with

their peers. As a result, they have few re-

sources to call on in framing a strategy to

resist pressures to cut corners or sensa-

tionalize their reporting. By contrast,

young scientists early on enter into

strong, supportive developmental rela-

tionships with senior members in their

field. Although these relationships help to

reinforce standards for conducting re-

search, they also create the potential for

senior researchers to take advantage of

their vulnerable subordinates (for exam-

ple, by failing to give them credit for their

work) and discourage young people from

speaking up for fear of antagonizing these

crucial patrons. Understanding these dif-

ferences, the researchers make clear, is

one of the principal challenges facing

those who wish to promote good work.

Indeed, as Gardner and his collaborators

move forward on the GoodWorks Project,

I suspect that they will find even more ev-

idence demonstrating a strong link be-

tween the normative and institutional

characteristics of a given field and the

practice of “good work.” Although some of

this linkage, as the researchers demon-

strate, is due to the pressure of market

forces, it is also important to recognize

that another potential source of misalign-

ment is the traditional ideals themselves.

Thus, some of the ethical problems

the book identifies—journalists fabri-

cating their sources, scientists publish-

ing results without giving proper credit

to those who produced them, actors de-

meaning themselves to get roles—vio-

Harvard Magazine 25
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late any standard conception of the

ethics of these professions.

The status of other conflicts between

the technical and the

moral senses of good

work, however, is far

more di∞cult to resolve just by relying on

traditional ideals from the three domains.

Should a journalist refrain from publish-

ing truthful but potentially embarrassing

facts about a public o∞cial for fear of “un-

fairly” influencing an upcoming election?

Is a young geneticist responsible for how

her scientific discovery is used, or the

price charged for it? Are actors account-

able for the degree to which certain audi-

ence members may be o≠ended by their

performance? Traditional understandings

26 May -  June 2004

Freshman women
o∞cially joined their

male counterparts in

Harvard Yard’s dormi-

tories in 1972. But 25

years later, when Har-

vard College dedi-

cated a new gate into

the Old Yard to celebrate that event,

many assumed the anniversary hoopla

commemorated the start of coeducation

at Harvard itself. “Ironically,” writes

Phillips professor of early American his-

tory Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, “the very

e≠ort to add women to Harvard’s public

history erased a full century of their pres-

ence” at “its ostensible sister college,”

Radcli≠e. For many Radcli≠e alumnae,

“the new gate fortified old fences.”

Now, explains Ulrich, “a group of fac-

ulty, alumni/ae, students, and friends of

Harvard and Radcli≠e have joined

together to begin ‘rewriting’ Harvard’s

history.” Their new anth0logy, Yards and
Gates: Gender in Harvard and Radcli≠e His-
tory (Palgrave Macmillan, $26.95), also

represents a collaboration between Har-

vard’s Warren Center for the Study of

American History and Radcli≠e’s Schle-

singer Library for Women’s History.

The essays, letters, diary entries, and

historic illustrations reflect the fact that

“there have always been women at Har-

vard”—and arguments for and against fe-

male education as well. They illuminate

Radcli≠e’s “rich and compelling” history,

related to but separate from Harvard’s.

And they demonstrate that “gender is

present even when women are not” and

that “attitudes toward women inter-

sected with attitudes toward others who

seemed marginal to Harvard’s mission.”

The collection closes with a speech to the

College class of 2005 by Drew Gilpin

Faust, dean of the Radcli≠e Institute. “In

her view—and ours,” notes Ulrich, who

edited the anthology, “a more inclusive

Harvard demands a more inclusive his-

tory. This volume is one step in that di-

rection.” (An earlier version of “Rewriting

Harvard’s History,” Ulrich’s introduc-

tory essay, appeared as the cover story of

this magazine’s November-December 1999

issue.)                                                 �J.M.

Complicated Relationship
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of professional ethics in these three do-

mains arguably suggest that the answer in

each instance is no. Journalists, scientists,

and actors are responsible solely to the

values, respectively, of truth, discovery,

and artistic expression. Compromising

these values in the name of preventing bad

consequences is not just unwise, in the

eyes of many purists, it is unethical. 
But it is just this single-minded focus

that may ultimately undermine the ability

of young workers to engage in the kind of

ethical reflection that Gardner and his as-

sociates correctly identify as the key to

good work. For example, it is at least

plausible that the surprising disregard of

the young journalists interviewed for

keeping appointments and otherwise

honoring their commitments to the re-

searchers is connected to an arrogance

born of the news professionals’ tradi-

tional view that they are uniquely respon-

sible for discovering the truth and that all

other obligations pale in importance.

(The book begins, for example, with a

quote from Washington Post reporter Bob

Woodward about how his early experi-

ence of surreptitiously reading confiden-

tial files in his father’s law o∞ce—an act

that would clearly compromise his fa-

ther’s ethical obligations as a lawyer, and

Woodward’s obligation as someone

working in his father’s o∞ce—led him to

believe that he had a responsibility to re-

veal who people “really are.”) Similarly,

the tendency the authors identify among

scientists to deflect responsibility for de-

cisions about the use or dissemination of

scientific knowledge to government o∞-

cials is plausibly connected to the ethical

belief among many in the field that taking

such concerns into account would com-

promise the goals of scientific inquiry.

Even the actors, whom the researchers

admiringly describe as being “fully pre-

sent” during the interviews, may be more

likely to ignore how their work a≠ects

others because of traditional views about

“art for art’s sake” that place self-expres-

sion above all other goods.

Uncovering and elaborating these con-

nections will require even more attention

to what the researchers call the “mission”

of di≠erent kinds of work, especially in

fields such as journalism or science—or my

own field of law—which consider them-

selves to be “professional” in the more tra-

ditional sense of being governed by ethical

rules that di≠er from those that apply to in-

dividuals who do not occupy these roles.

Ideally, exploring how to balance a pro-

fession’s own understanding of its role and

the views and needs of society would be a

central task of professional education.

From the accounts provided here, however,

there is little reason to be optimistic that

anything like such an investigation is tak-

ing place. Young journalism students typi-

cally describe journalism school as a waste

of time. Young scientists point to little in

their training that equips them to handle

ethical issues that arise in their work. In-

deed, the clientist relationships that char-

acterize the academic environment appear

to reinforce rather than counteract pres-

sures for unethical scientific conduct. Iron-

ically, only a group of young actors attend-

ing a high school with an intensive theater

concentration reported taking classes that

directly prepared them for entering the

professional world. But after high school,

these aspiring professionals were pretty

much on their own as well.

Left to their own devices, young work-
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ers in all three domains tend to personal-

ize ethical problems and their solutions.

Rather than focusing on the structural or

ideological causes of ethical conflict, the

participants in the study wherever possi-

ble framed their choices in terms of

whether they were living up to their own

ideals. This framing is understandable in

situations where young people feel pow-

erless to influence most of the forces that

control their lives.

But, as the researchers demonstrate, it

is also fraught with ethical danger. In

what many are sure to find their most dis-

turbing finding, the authors report that

time and time again young workers felt

justified in exempting themselves from es-

tablished ethical restrictions—lying about

sources or methods, taking a stereotypical

role—to accomplish ends that they be-

lieved justified the means. Some ends

were truly altruistic: the case of a reporter

who admitted lying to his editor by claim-

ing a need to double-check facts in order

to avoid running a story that the reporter

believed would exploit those involved. Far

too often, however, the end in question

was simply self-promotion, as in the ex-

ample of a young scientist who conceded

that she misrepresented her research

methods to win a prestigious prize. Al-

though study participants repeatedly as-

sured researchers that their ethical devia-

tions were only temporary, we all know

from hard experience that habits made in

youth are di∞cult to break. 

Moving beyond self-serving tendencies

will require careful attention to both the

important role that professionals play in

our society and the competitive market

conditions in which they must now work.

By exposing the complex interplay among

ideals, institutions, and personal commit-

ments, excellent research of the kind con-

tained here, and the e≠orts of the Good-

Works Project generally, are crucial to

this endeavor. I look forward to the fur-

ther good work that these scholars will

produce. 

David B. Wilkins ’77, J.D. ’80, is Kirkland and Ellis
professor of law at Harvard Law School, director
of the Program on the Legal Profession, and a fac-
ulty associate (and former fellow) of the University
Center for Ethics and the Professions. He is the au-
thor (with Fairchild professor Andrew L. Kaufman
’51, LL.B. ’54) of Problems in Professional

Responsibility for a Changing Profession

and numerous articles on lawyers and legal ethics.
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